
 

 

 

I am a Finnish designer and artist working for various cultural and educational purposes, facilitating projects and workshops within 
different topics, crafts and materials. I have always been interested in objects, materials and environments and have studied ceramics, 
glass design and applied arts at the University of Art and Design Helsinki where I completed a Master of Arts in 1979. I have little 
motivation for conventional designer practice and instead am interested in design thinking, objects and exploring different social, cultural 
and environmental art aspects. I worked from 2004 to 2009 on various social design projects in Namibia with artisans and 
communities, co-operating with Melanie Sarantou and Sanna Sillgren. After this, I began to build my practice through content creation and 
facilitating workshops in Finland, focusing on learn-by-doing and art based methods. I have worked for the Finnish Design Education 
Association, Touring Design School and Espoo School of Arts. Now I work primarily with regional culture houses, libraries, primary 
schools and events. I also run weekly multi-material design groups for children at my own personal studio and just recently I worked on 
a project creating multi-sensory set designs for a childs play. Making art is my way of thinking, processing and being. I fuse my energy 
into art and think I´m very privileged to be able to express myself through it and expose my works.  
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about the artist 

the importance of the environment 

Each  person has a different relation to the environment and our bond with nature, or lack of it, plays an integral part in how we see 
ourselves in relation to others and what kind of decisions we make. My relation to nature developed in the contrasting environments of 
Germany and Finland during my childhood. My ‘PlayStation’ as a child in 1980´s and 90´s was outdoors in untamed and urban nature 
such as forests, wastelands, hills, parks and the sea. I learned to swim, fish, pick berries and interact with wildlife. I listened to sounds and 
heard the silence. I am everlastingly interested in natural and man-made landscapes, observing things everywhere, be it forest, sea or 
city. Through my art work I process my personal relation, concerns and emotions with the environment. Through my artwork, I aim to 
engage others with their environment, exposing them to tactile experiences besides practical knowledge. I hope to strengthen empathic 
abilities, critical thinking and understanding of interdependence with other species and ecosystems. 

the eco art project and what it can achieve 

I will  be working closely with another Finnish artist Sanna Sillgren and Streaky Bay local artist Rosemaree Skelton. Our working title is 
‘Remember’ in reference to the beauty and importance of all flora and fauna. We will be honouring a species that is significant to the local 
Southern Australian ecosystem and who’s population has been severely affected by human action, the green carpenter bee. Our beach 
installation will use river pebbles to highlight the site as a place for play, contemplation and experiencing natures elements. The installation 
will be  co-created with local residents and visitors with the aim of bringing together young and old generations. 
In Finnish we refer to a saying “not to see the forest from the trees”, meaning that while we stick to details, we fail to see from a wider 
perspective. The rationale behind the project is that viewers need to step back for a moment to see and contemplate the bigger picture. The 
installation will slowly be disassembled due to tides, winds, rain and human interaction. The pebbles will find their way to new places and 
serve as memoirs. The installation will be ephemeral, a small achievement of people’s co-operation, and a mark of physical labor that will
exist for a brief moment before starting to scatter again. It will serve as a reminder of the impact humans have on their environments. 

further reading and eco art links 

instagram  |  @laurapola
http://la3963.wixsite.com/pokela
www.facebook.com/liikkuvalinna

https://margintomargin.com/voices/#laura

visit VISIBLEstreakybay.com o Doctors Beach, Wells Street
o F oreshore Lawns, Corner of Stuart Street & Eyre Avenue
o Campbells Landing, Corner of Linklater Street & Eyre Avenue
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"A person who inspires me at the moment is 
Greta Thunberg, Activist/ Fridays for future 
- Movement Thunberg is a 15 year old school 
girl from Sweden, who in 2018 started a 
weekly strike on every Friday demanding 
her government to take action concerning 
climate change."
Instagram  |  @gretathunberg 
#FridaysForFuture #riseforclimate 
#climatestrike #klimatstrejk 




